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HELLION FOR HIRE: A HELLION'S RETURN AND RESOLUTIONS FOR
2007
by Billy Tucci
I’m sure that many of you have
noticed that Hellion’s been
missing for about eight weeks
now. This is due to my wife
Deborah’s health taking a slight
turn south, and I had to put on
the Mr. Mom hat once again. But
true to Deb’s resolve (and the
new baby), she’s once again
bounced back and it looks like
she’s finally “over the hump” and
on her way to a full recovery.

So as 2006 goes the way of the
Dodo, I must give thanks to
those who’ve made this one of
the most memorable and dare I
say, trying years of my
professional career. First and
foremost, I must thank Matt
Brady for his guidance, expertise,
patience and support with this
little feature of mine. Hellion For
Hire is the first time I’ve ever had
the opportunity to write a column
and man oh, it’s got to be one of
the hardest undertakings I’ve ever had the pleasure of well, “undertaking.”
I’ve found a new respect for journalists, bloggers and other scribes who, day
after day are able to create and interpret topics with such regularity and
clarity. Wow, I’ve got the latest Microsoft Word for Macs and “bloggers” (oh
there it goes again!) isn’t already programmed into the spell check…
interesting. Regardless, I just want to thank Matt and especially you the
readers and posters of Newsarama for making Hellion fun while raising some
hackles at the same time.
I would also like to thank Dan Buckley, Joe Q, Jimmy Palmiotti and Justin
Gray for the opportunity to dabble into the mainstream. They, along with my
Heroes For Hire editors Mark Paniccia and Nate Cosby opened this selfpublisher’s eyes to the inner workings of a major comic book company
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amidst a major industry event. Yes, I’m glad I only had to play a tiny role in
the grand scheme of things, but it was enough of a taste that has whet my
whistle for more! Apparently the books exceeded all sales expectations and
that also helps, but the best part was to actually converse with readers who
never picked up a Shi comic before. Incredibly knowledgeable fans of the
classics who have since become mentors to me in my pursuit of well, “more!”
Thus we come to New Year’s
Resolution #1 – To become a more
relevant force in the mainstream!
From my countless conversations
with long-time comic fans, I too
have become obsessed with the
classic comic characters of the
Golden and Silver Age. So while
drawing Heroes For Hire, I started
working on pitches for other
mainstream characters and feel that
my admiration for these characters
laced with a bit of naiveté’ has
conceived some pretty interesting
stories. To be perfectly honest, I’m
literally champing at the bit to do
these stories as anyone who’s had a
comics-related conversation with me
can attest to. I’ve got ideas for an
Elseworlds Batman, an Alamo-like
bookend arc for Heroes For Hire -I miss drawing Tarantula! -- and
even dream of seeing Jennie-Lynn
Hayden return from the heavens.
What is so wonderful about comics is
that so many of us share the same
dream of taking a professional stab at these characters and, as is my case, it
can actually come true. And why shouldn’t it? Who’s to say that if someone
believes in a dream that they shouldn’t pursue it?
I have been very fortunate in this business because of Shi (or more to the
point because of you buying Shi), but as a fan, one cannot help but be
inspired to want to do the classics. Especially if you’ve gotten the “taste,”
and this Indy guy sure has, and wants to make something of it! I’ve yet to
draw Captain America and need to share two wild, war-torn Golden Age arcs
as much as I need to see Dave Stevens’ Rocketeer race skyward once again.
For goodness sakes, I must be allowed the opportunity to create War comics
that reflect the true struggles of ordinary “citizen soldiers” and bring back
Easy Company in a gritty blaze of glory. While we’re time traveling, I’ve got
visions of a silky Felicia Hardy spinning through the mysteries of “jinxing”
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while poking fun at yet another Hollywood interpretation of a comic book
classic.
I want to draw Wonder Woman and
stumble upon a long forgotten piece of
machinery hidden in the Baxter Building
that will lead a small boy to a journey of
self-discovery. Now, I realize many of you
must be scratching your heads wondering
what I’m getting at. I guess I’m saying
that this year, I’m going for it and these
are a small insight to my pitches. In
upcoming columns, I’ll share my
adventures of comic book pitching and
will include concept drawings for them as
well for clarity. So in the cyber-pages of
Newsarama you will accompany a
dreamer on the adventure of a lifetime.
We’ll report from the editorial offices and
see if the powers that be think I’ve got
the “right stuff” to make a public
corporation some nice moo-la or if I, like
2006, should just drop dead and blow
away. Please, wish me luck, as I promise
to do the same for you when your time
comes!
Okay, so Elseworlds, Newsarama and
The Rocketeer are not recognized by
Word… bloody hell!
Now onto New Year’s Resolution #2
- The Return of Shi!
I’m presently working on the new Shi
story arc and takes up where “Ju-Nen’
left off, and once sought out, will set
out producing the books for 2007
release. Kevin Bernhardt and I have
also been hard at work on the Shi
movie script and have completed two
drafts and about 1,000 revisions
according to our wonderful Producer
Mimi Gitlin’s instructions. The
screenplay now straddles the line
between horror and action and if done
properly will make a great film that will
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scare the hell out of you. As with my comic book adventures, I will keep you
all in the loop on its progress (or lack there of) with casting, financing and
fingers crossed, production!
Back to the publishing end of things we’ve also got a couple of crossovers
slated for 2007. Lady Death – Shi will be written by Brian Pulido with some
amazing art by Juan Jose Ryp. Brian has woven one really terrific tale that
takes place in medieval Japan and focuses on the persecution of Japanese
Christians. Brian masterfully made sense of bringing together two characters
that are so different, and it is a joy to work with the man. He’s been a friend
for a long time and we’ve always hoped to have our two flagship characters
crossover. Again, Senor Rip delivers one beautifully detailed book that is
nothing short of mind-blowing. Part One will be released in February with
Number Two following in March from Avatar Press.

We’ve got two other crossovers (one involving a comics legend!) coming out
this year as well, but I’d like to wait for the official press releases before
letting the cat out of the bag!
These columns take me most of the day to complete and because I’m not
sure how long they should be, we’ll stop here. I want you all to know that I
realize just how important this column is to me and I appreciate how much it
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has helped my career these past eight months. Newsarama has put me
directly in contact with so many of you who have helped me both
professionally and personally (thanks for all of Debi’s get well messages!). I
hope you will continue reading Hellion as I’ll intimately chronicle this Indy
chap’s foray into the mainstream once again while looking over my shoulder
and into my heart. In addition, future Hellions will be also be loaded with indepth interviews from industry pros and Hollywood big guns making comics
today.
But before I get ahead of myself let us explore the year that was 2006 next
week. A year of rediscovery for me and my reawaking love of comic books. A
year that was chock full of screenwriting, DC’s VS. Cards, and most
importantly Marvel’s Heroes For Hire. I’ll also need someone out there to
clarify some lingering questions I still have concerning Civil War and let us
not forget 2006’s “Wanker of the Year!”
Well I’ve got to clean this studio, finish more commissions, figure out my
new eBay store and hopefully get in a little duck hunting over the weekend.
So all of you please have a wonderful and safe 2007 and I will see you all
next week!
Tally Ho and Happy New Year!
Billy
Oh Pulido and Ryp are not in my word dictionary either, wait a minute,
neither is Tucci –
Confound it!!!!
cncoyle

12-29-2006 03:16 PM

The Jade and Batman sketches are great.:cool:
(Is Jennie pregnant in that pic?)
NobleNutter

12-29-2006 03:21 PM

I've gotta admit...I like his work and I hope he does more in 2007. Wouldn't
mind him doing some more prominent females in the MU as well.
Ace

12-29-2006 03:40 PM

I got to meet Billy at the Baltimore Con and he's one of the nicest creators
I've come across and pretty talented to boot. So I'm definitely hoping to see
some more Marvel and DC work. And one of these days I'm going to pick up
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that big Shi collection too.
Clem

12-29-2006 03:50 PM

The Batman and Jade pics are awesome, but whats up with Cap's legs? it
looks like his balls dropped.....twice.....down his legs
Mr. B

12-29-2006 04:13 PM

I'd love to she him do a She Hulk run! :)
EMeadow

12-29-2006 04:20 PM

All I know he is, I heard the magic phrase:
I'm working on a new Shi arc taking place after Ju-Nen.
Can't wait!
idkidd

12-29-2006 04:31 PM

so is Billy done with Heroes for Hire?
achilles140

12-29-2006 04:37 PM

More Shi? Billy Tucci going mainstream? Sounds like comic book heaven to
me!! Love to see him do some of the DCU classics like Alan Scott or Power
Girl......
PapaBois

12-29-2006 04:41 PM

Captain Hamerica & Lady Breath
Quote:
Originally Posted by Clem
The Batman and Jade pics are awesome, but whats up with Cap's legs? it
looks like his balls dropped.....twice.....down his legs
I TOTALLY agree with you!Its like fat build up(a side effect of d super soldier
serum):p
And Lady Death looks like she's in a bad Colgate commercial.
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hadez

12-29-2006 05:17 PM

I Love that Jade!!
You rock, Billy! :D
ANGELDOGGIE

12-29-2006 05:17 PM

Hi Billy, First let me say that I am very glad your wife is doing better, please
give her my warm wishes. Another great column!! I too want to see the
Rocketeer fly again, and would love to see you draw a Captain America WWII
story!! MAN........that would be sumpin'!!! It was an absolute pleasure
meeting you ( and Mark ) at the National, and my Bro' and I can't wait for
Philly!!! We can only hope and pray that there will be no bars in Philladelphia
with the word MUSTANG in the name..........if there is, we WILL avoid
them(!!) I hope the New Year brings you all you hope for and more. KEEP UP
THE GREAT WORK BILLY!!!!:D :D
Drcharles

12-29-2006 05:59 PM

I've always liked his work , and I'm totally up for the LadyDeath/Shi Bk,
especially with the work of Juan Jose Ryp, in
AlterEgoComics

12-29-2006 06:08 PM

I would love to see you hit some of these pitches out of the park man.
Looking forward to Billy Tucci in '07
-Jason
JLAJRC

12-29-2006 07:37 PM

Quote:
Originally Posted by Mr. B
I'd love to she him do a She Hulk run! :)

Likewise. In fact, the Jade pic inspired me. I think a "Who's the Daddy?" type
story (with Man-Wolf, Starfox, and others as suspects) would be great.
achilles140

12-29-2006 08:05 PM
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Quote:
Originally Posted by Clem
The Batman and Jade pics are awesome, but whats up with Cap's legs? it
looks like his balls dropped.....twice.....down his legs

Well, Cap IS a steroid abuser with his supersoldier serum, and we KNOW how
those sometimes effect guys......
What you don't see is the acne on his butt, and the bald spot on the top of
his head. Guy's heading for a heart attack by thirty-five.....
Billy Tucci

12-29-2006 11:17 PM

Hey Guys,
C'mon it's my first shot at Cap! I was looking to convey a Michaelangelo feel
to it. So I got a little carried away! :)
But I do appreciate the fine comments and if I ever get a shot at Cap,
promise you all to do him right justice!
Happy New Year,
Billy
iwarrior

12-29-2006 11:38 PM

I am normally lukewarm to Tucci's art, but that's a nifty Batman sketch. The
Cap drawing isn't bad either.
Mikey Knox

12-30-2006 02:15 AM

Billy did a great Cap sketch for me at WWChicago, of all the sketches I have,
it's easily one of my faves. Not only is Billy a super nice guy, the guy is
NUTS, in a good way, he's a goofy guy, just hilarious.
Hey Billy, are you going to be at WWC again this summer? I would to see
you again, and hopefully get another gorgeous sketch.
beta-ray

12-30-2006 06:18 AM

Glad to hear your wife is on the mend Mr. Tucci, good luck in '07!
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achilles140

12-30-2006 09:55 AM

Quote:
Originally Posted by Billy Tucci
Hey Guys,
C'mon it's my first shot at Cap! I was looking to convey a Michaelangelo
feel to it. So I got a little carried away! :)
But I do appreciate the fine comments and if I ever get a shot at Cap,
promise you all to do him right justice!
Happy New Year,
Billy

Ah, just pulling your leg. I DO love your work, and I'd love to see you do a
Cap story.
hhbx

12-30-2006 10:54 PM

Maybe someone can tell me, since I'm not 100% sure, but is that Cap picture
from his Battlebook uhm... book?
smitch

12-31-2006 12:34 AM

Bat midget?
Mr. B

12-31-2006 03:54 PM

Quote:
Originally Posted by JLAJRC
Likewise. In fact, the Jade pic inspired me. I think a "Who's the Daddy?"
type story (with Man-Wolf, Starfox, and others as suspects) would be great.

Hahaha...you could include Juggernaut. Thanks, Chuck!
BlackCatGuy

01-02-2007 04:27 PM

Billy, First off, I hope that your wife is doing well and that she gets back to
100% ASAP!
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Second, welcome back man! You've been missed here! I'm really looking
forward to some new Shi, as well as all your other assorted projects! Keep
pitching! We fans need to see more of your work on a regular basis!
You know, maybe you could design a banner of support for Arsenal, so that
they (hopefully) won't ever get beaten again by a team that hasn't beaten
them since the early 70s!! Ahhh....but I ramble!!
Anyway, glad you're back and hope you and your family have a great and
prosperous 2007!!;)

Billy Tucci

01-02-2007 04:38 PM

Quote:
Originally Posted by BlackCatGuy
Billy, First off, I hope that your wife is doing well and that she gets back to
100% ASAP!
Second, welcome back man! You've been missed here! I'm really looking
forward to some new Shi, as well as all your other assorted projects! Keep
pitching! We fans need to see more of your work on a regular basis!
You know, maybe you could design a banner of support for Arsenal, so that
they (hopefully) won't ever get beaten again by a team that hasn't beaten
them since the early 70s!! Ahhh....but I ramble!!
Anyway, glad you're back and hope you and your family have a great and
prosperous 2007!!;)

Thanks Buddy! This should be a big year!
BlackCatGuy

01-02-2007 04:41 PM

Billy, did you ever get to pitch that great Black Cat story to
Marvel?:confused: :eek:
(p.s. did you get the card in the mail?)
jsniderfamil

01-02-2007 04:51 PM
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Jade is great!
Billy, I love that JADE artwork. Keep up the good work.
johnchrist

01-02-2007 05:19 PM

Wow, I can't wait to read about those pitches (and hopefully see them
succeed) as I am planning on attempting to not only pitch a new indy (one
that I've only written, not drawn) but to also try my hand at a few Marvel
pitches which I am also preparing, all the while slowly drawing my own
creation "Apocrypha."
calliopes

01-02-2007 07:10 PM

Hey Billy,
Great to see the column back. Hope to see you on some major DC and
Marvel projects this year. The Jade picture looks awesome. How are things
progressing on the Shi Movie? Could we see pre-production start in 2007?
Here's to a healthy and prosperous new year for you and your family.
kikuchiyo

01-03-2007 02:34 AM

Hey Billy, I love all the ideas that you have. I hope the big guys accept your
proposals. I would love to see your take on Batman and Cap America. Can
you fill us in on what your role is going to be on HFH? Oh, btw, I love the
cemetary scenes in #4. Thanks and good luck for a very prosperous year.
Billy Tucci

01-03-2007 12:11 PM

Quote:
Originally Posted by calliopes
Hey Billy,
Great to see the column back. Hope to see you on some major DC and
Marvel projects this year. The Jade picture looks awesome. How are things
progressing on the Shi Movie? Could we see pre-production start in 2007?
Here's to a healthy and prosperous new year for you and your family.
Thanks Calliopes,
I will def. post the newest news from Shi producer Mimi Gitlin. Things are
looking real good right now, but would rather get some more facts. I will
devote future Hellion to it soon I promise!
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Billy Tucci

01-03-2007 12:12 PM

Quote:
Originally Posted by kikuchiyo
Hey Billy, I love all the ideas that you have. I hope the big guys accept your
proposals. I would love to see your take on Batman and Cap America. Can
you fill us in on what your role is going to be on HFH? Oh, btw, I love the
cemetary scenes in #4. Thanks and good luck for a very prosperous year.
Thank you Kiki! As for now, I'll be doing the covers with Mark Sparacio up to
issue #8. Hopefully I'll get to write and draw my bookend story in the
Annual.
BruceInColor

01-04-2007 01:03 PM

TUCCI IDEA
For anyone curious about some of Billy's proposals for 2007, here's a hint.
It's a commission he did for me recently: An idea he has for a story about a
character some of you might be familiar with! This idea knocked me out so
much that I begged him to draw it for me.

Even if I didn't know Billy, this is a story that I would definitely buy if I saw it
on the stands. Comments?
Bruce (in living Color)
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